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A performative event enhances the dramatization
of knowledge and its dissemination. Using play as
a language. Using play as a discourse. Beingwith
as selfvalidating activity. Sharing of time, space
and context to become. Privileging the aesthetics
of the real. Intentionally. Amplifying reciprocal
inputs, multiplied by interferences, frequencies
and resonances. Failure plays an important role.



a nonexclusive, temporary constellation that
initiates, mediates and embodies projects,
abducing thought and reflection on relevant
issues.
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<quote>
Live Art & The Cyborg Body,
Thursday 20th October, 2016
DEEP TRASH FROM OUTER SPACE

Goldsmith, V.Sin



Django Hernandez , gartenebene



Django Hernandez , gartenebene













50HZ > brom

22 96 HZ > Walkie Talkie

89,5 MHZ > Wireless microphone via FM

1 30 HZ > brain via EEG

2.4 Ghz (wifi) > Wifi



Unknown



Public domain

Unknown



In order to counterbalance economical
procedures that have been employed in the
exploration and investigation of space, we
vindicate the right to explore and investigate
for ourselves. We claim "the" space as
"public" space

http://sat.mur.at

Public domain









Tetrahedron, Barbarba Hubarad
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because, omdat, da, weil, den, aufgrund
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Estamira, Marcos Prado, 2004



By Brad Smull, NOAA Photo Library, NOAA Central Library; OAR/ERL/National Severe

Storms Laboratory (NSSL)  nssl0092, National Severe Storms Laboratory (NSSL) Public

Domain, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=408253



13. Dezember 1998  Marc Gonzales



ORBIT



ethymologically / late 14c.,
"the eye socket,"

from Old French orbite

ORBIT









Force >

Velocity >

distance +

taking into account the

mass of the body
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By Brautigam, C.A., Smith, B.S., Ma, Z., Palnitkar, M., Tomchick, D.R., Machius, M., Deisenhofer, J.  Protein Data Base,

Public Domain,









[BodyNoise Amp]

Quimera rosa:

We assume a notion cyborg that considers identity
as a technological and artistic creation and seek
to experiment hybrid identities that search to
escape an infinite list of dichotomies like natural /
artificial, humane/ machine, human / animal, man /
woman, homo /hetero, art /science,
human/environment, touch/sound, ability/disability,
normal/abnormal, public/private…
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